Parking Information for Patients of the CHDD Specialty Care Clinics

Welcome to the specialty care clinics at the CHDD
Clinical services at the CHDD serve individuals with or at risk for developmental, learning and behavioral problems and their families.
Our Clinics also serve adults with a variety of neurodegenerative disorders, genetic diseases and related disabilities.
S1 Parking
The closest parking to the CHDD is S1 Parking, located behind the UWMC, west of the CHDD clinic building.

S1 Parking has a height restriction of 7’ 5". Over-sized parking is available in the Husky Stadium parking lot.

Access the lot from 15th Ave NE. At the stop sign, proceed left onto Boat St and continue to the parking booths (Gatehouse #6). Even if the LOT FULL sign is out, proceed to the booth and ask for CHDD patient parking. You must pre-pay to park in S1.

The CHDD is at the far end of S1 Parking. Park as far east in S1 Parking as you can to minimize walking time/distance.

Disability Parking
Several disability spots are located on the middle level. You must still pay for parking in S1 and display your State Disability Placard.

Payment Information
There are 3 payment options:

1. Obtain a permit from Gatehouse 6
   • Tell attendant that you have an appointment at CHDD and will come back with a partial refund coupon afterwards
   • You must pre-pay over $10 to receive a partial refund coupon
   • Leave the permit on your dashboard
   • If the attendant is not available, proceed to option #2

2. Use the machine located on the street level of lot S1, near the blue EMERGENCY pole.
   • Enter your license plate number
   • Write CHDD on receipt and leave on your dashboard
   • Park in an unmarked spot on any level
   • You must pre-pay over $10 to receive a partial refund coupon

3. Use the Pay By Phone app on your smart phone (or paybyphone.com)
   • Enter your license plate number
   • The location # of S1 is 123210 (street/top level only)
   • NO PARTIAL REFUND IS OFFERED FOR THIS OPTION

Alternate Parking Locations
Pay-as-you-leave parking is also available at the Triangle Garage (across NE Pacific St from the main UWMC entrance), the Surgery Pavilion Garage and Valet parking (at the front of UWMC). Hourly rates are the same for alternate lots.

Walking from S1 Parking to the CHDD
Exit at the far (east) end of S1 Parking.
Enter the CHDD Clinic building through the side door – look for the awning with the building name (Center on Human Development and Disability). Once inside, follow the signs to the elevator and go up to the second floor.

Alternatively, use the ramp to the front door from the corner of NE Columbia Rd & Ferry PI NE – look for the Center on Human Development and Disability sign. Check in at the front desk on the 2nd floor.

Please check our website for more details: www.chhdd.washington.edu/gist/directions.html